
The on-going high level of construction 
activity in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has 
strengthened the demand for a huge range 
of high quality architectural products from 
competent local manufacturing  sources . 
The Metal Door Industry is a very good 
example of this type of activity.   

Steel doors are  favoured for many 
applications in modern buildings due to 
their strength and durability , accurate 
manufacturing tolerances , superb long-life 
finish and also to the fact that they can be 
supplied with various compliant 
Fire-Ratings where required .

Hollow Metal Doors
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DOOR ELEVATION EXAMPLES

The manufacturing processes and human skills required for 
metal doors can also be adapted for other pressed and 
folded steel products such as IT Cabinets and Cable-Trays 
all of which are common items in most modern  buildings .

Wajhat Metal Industries is a metal door division under the 
ownership of Al Harbi Holding Group and is established in a 
10500m2 custom-designed and  equipped  factory  in  
Riyadh .

WMI Product Range comprises three distinct products 
HOLLOW METAL DOORS
PRESSED METAL CABLE TRAYS
PRESSED METAL IT CABINETS
all of which are available in standard or purpose-made 
dimensions from best quality rolled steel.

Assembly processes are done on the most modern Europe-
an & American machinery including pressing , folding , 
drilling and notching as well as welding of all corners to 
assure perfectly smooth and invisible joints . All products 
are finished in high grade polyester powder coatings in a 
wide range of  colours , all of which is done at WMI’s 
in-house PPC Coating Facility .

WMI hollow metal doors are filled with rigid polyethylene 
foam ( non Fire-Rated ) or Rockwool for Fire-Rated doors 
and can incorporate glazed openings in a wide variety of 
safety glass combinations .

Top quality weather-seals and many combinations  of  hard-
ware , including panic-rails , are available to suit virtually 
any specific application .

Swinging Fire-Rated  doors  with , or without , fixed side 
windows and / or transom lites , have been tested by the 
“Underwriters Laboratory “ ( UL ) in the USA and are fully 
certified through UL Certificates of Compliance .

Furthermore , WMI can offer Blast-Resistant doors up to 
100 psi as a standard product , and can even achieve 
higher psi – ratings upon special request .

WMI provide a complete Technical Sales & Advisory 
Service through their extensive Marketing Department .  All 
orders for Doors , Cabinets and Cable-Trays  are prepared 
for manufacturing through WMI’s professional Engineering 
Department and a comprehensive QA/QC organization has 
been set up to ensure that manufacture , storage , packing 
, loading and delivery to Customer are all done at the 
highest level of attention to detail.

WMI is your strong Partner at every stage of the design 
process from Concept through to installation of our products 
which are built to endure the full life-cycle of  your  building !

TRUMPF 3000 PUNCHING MACHINE



WMI
Wajhat Metal Industries

QUALITY AND POLICY

Our Company Policy is to 
provide a product that meets the 
requirements and expectations 
of our customers or clients as 
well as their Satisfaction. 

To achieve customers satisfac-
tion through understanding their 
emerging needs. 

The company objectives to meas-
ure and monitor the effectiveness 
of the Quality Management with 
the support of the Stockholders, 
Management and Staff

Viewing on quality implementa-
tion encouraging employee to 
improve by means of Experience, 
Knowledge sharing, Professional-
ism and Transparency on Work-
ing environment. 

VISION

Our Vision is to become one of 
the recommended Metal Fabrica-
tion Industries in Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia either import or 
export basis.

Wahjat Metal Industries
5th Floor Wajhat Industrial Investment Building
Malaz-Sitten, 60th, Street
P.O. Box 25531, Riyadh 11476
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
T: +966 11 4405959 Fax: +966 11 4405951
Email:  info-wmi@wajhat.com.sa


